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Abstract: We investigate the role played by the vacuum of the primordial fluctuations in hybrid Loop
Quantum Cosmology. We consider scenarios where the inflaton potential is a mass term and the
unperturbed quantum geometry is governed by the effective dynamics of Loop Quantum Cosmology.
In this situation, the phenomenologically interesting solutions have a preinflationary regime where
the kinetic energy of the inflaton dominates over the potential. For these kind of solutions, we show
that the primordial power spectra depend strongly on the choice of vacuum. We study in detail the
case of adiabatic states of low order and the non-oscillating vacuum introduced by Martín de Blas
and Olmedo, all imposed at the bounce. The adiabatic spectra are typically suppressed at large scales,
and display rapid oscillations with an increase of power at intermediate scales. In the non-oscillating
vacuum, there is power suppression for large scales, but the rapid oscillations are absent. We argue
that the oscillations are due to the imposition of initial adiabatic conditions in the region of kinetic
dominance, and that they would also be present in General Relativity. Finally, we discuss the
sensitivity of our results to changes of the initial time and other data of the model.
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1. Introduction
We have entered an era of increasingly accurate observations for a variety of phenomena that
have cosmological origins or are influenced by strong gravitational fields, such as the power spectra of
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [1–5] or the emission of gravitational waves during the
coallescence of black hole mergers [6,7]. These data allow us to try and falsify alternative theories
of gravity that may modify the predictions of General Relativity (GR). Among these modifications,
those that are due to quantum effects are especially interesting, because they open new avenues to learn
about the consequences of the quantization of the spacetime geometry and elucidate which candidates
are viable for a quantum theory of gravity. One of the most solid candidates is Loop Quantum Gravity
(LQG) [8], a non-perturbative canonical quantization of GR that is background independent. In LQG,
the variables that encode the geometric information, rather than being constructed directly from the
metric induced on the spatial sections and its extrinsic curvature, as in geometrodynamics [9,10],
are holonomies along loops and fluxes through surfaces, defined in terms of the Ashtekar-Barbero
su(2) connection and a densitized spatial triad canonically conjugate to it [8].
The application of the quantization techniques of LQG to cosmological systems is known as
Loop Quantum Cosmology (LQC) [11,12]. LQC has got a notable success in homogeneous and
isotropic models of the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) type [11,13–15]. In particular,
LQC predicts that the big bang singularity is avoided by means of repulsive quantum geometry
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effects [14,15]. Moreover, there exists an ample family of quantum states in LQC with a highly
semiclassical behavior at large volumes such that they remain peaked during all their history [11,16].
The peak determines an effective trajectory with remarkable properties [11,14]. For instance, for flat
spatial topology, it coincides with the GR trajectory except when the matter density becomes
considerably large, of the order of, let us say, a few thousandths of the Planck density. In that region
of large densities, the trajectory still follows a Hamiltonian dynamics [11,14,17], but this dynamics
departs from GR and is generated by an effective Hamiltonian that includes quantum geometry
corrections. In agreement with our previous comments, the trajectory is never singular, with the
Einsteinian Big Bang replaced with a minimum in the volume that is strictly positive, and that is called
the Big Bounce [14]. This bounce occurs when a maximum matter density ρmax, named the critical
density, is reached [11,14].
To analyze more realistic situations in cosmology, homogeneous and isotropic LQC has been
extended to include small anisotropies and inohomogeneities, treated as perturbations. This has
been done adopting different approaches [18–22]. Two of these approaches do not modify the
dispersion relations of the perturbations, providing in particular a proper ultraviolet behavior
that is compatible with the observed power spectra. These are the hybrid [20,23–31] and
dressed metric approaches [21,32–37]. Although there are plenty of similarities between these two
approaches, the main distinctions follow from a slightly different strategy for the quantization of the
perturbations [38]. While the hybrid approach follows a canonical quantization of the whole system
formed by the homogeneous geometry and its perturbations, subject to the constraints inherited
from GR, the dressed metric approach incorporates the most important quantum effects on the
homogeneous background in a dressed geometry and describes the evolution of the perturbations
as test fields propagating in this dressed background. In the regime of effective LQC for the
homogeneous geometry, and ignoring any backreaction, the two strategies that we have explained
result in different time-dependent masses for the equations of motion of the perturbations, when these
are written in a harmonic-oscillator form [38]. The discrepancies between the masses occur, precisely,
in the region where the quantum effects are relevant and the effective background differs from an
Einsteinian solution.
Using the effective dynamical equations of the background and the modified equations of motion
obtained in LQC for the cosmological perturbations, that are valid in the pre-inflationary epoch as
well as during inflation, one can compute the cosmological power spectra [29,30,33,34,36]. To do so,
some important pieces of information are still missing: the initial conditions. The conditions for the
homogeneous geometry are usually fixed by requiring a good phenomenological fit with the most
recent observations. We will comment further on this issue later in our discussion. The situation with
respect to the initial data for the perturbations, on the other hand, is more intrincate. Actually, these data
determine the initial vacuum state of the perturbations. Obviously, the power spectra depend on this
state. The fact that the history of the Universe is extended to the preinflationary era in LQC does not
only alter the natural choice of this vacuum adopted in standard inflation, but also has consequences
in the evolution of the quantum fluctuations, since no vacuum state is known that remains invariant
under the resulting dynamics. These effects change the power spectra with respect to GR and add new
features to them. The resulting predictions can be contrasted with the available observations of the
CMB [30,33,34] in order to support or reject the proposed approach to inhomogeneous LQC, combined
with the specific choice of vacuum selected for the primordial perturbations.
In this work, we will focus our attention on the hybrid approach to LQC, although most of
our comments and results can be generalized without much complication to the case of the dressed
metric approach. A fundamental hypothesis in the hybrid approach [39–43], shared by the dressed
metric formalism in its basic guidelines, is that the most relevant quantum geometry effects are
those that affect the homogeneous geometry, which is therefore analyzed using the characteristic
polymeric quantization of LQC, whereas the cosmological perturbations can be described using a
more standard, Fock quantization. During the last years, certain criteria have been put forward
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in the context of hybrid LQC for the unique selection of a family of unitarily equivalent Fock
representations for the perturbations [44,45]. These criteria consist, basically, in the requirement
of vacuum invariance under the spatial isometries of the (FLRW) background geometry and in the
existence of a dynamical evolution for the associated creation and annihilation-like variables that can
be implemented unitarily [46–52]. Even if these criteria have proven to single out the representation
up to unitary equivalence, the choice of a specific vacuum state in the Fock space of this representation
is still open. Actually, in the cases studied so far, the Fock representation selected in this way turns
out to contain physically appealing candidates for a vacuum such as adiabatic and Hadamard states
(see e.g., Ref. [50]). On the other hand, this choice of vacuum can be further restricted by imposing
additional mathematical or physical requirements, for instance a well-defined quantum Hamiltonian
or a regularizable backreaction [53]. The determination of this vacuum is of the greatest importance
from a conceptual point of view, with implications for all kind of systems that evolve away from
stationarity. In addition, as we have pointed out, its fixation is essential to obtain definite results about
the spectra of the cosmological perturbations, and hence to produce predictions that eventually could
be confronted with the observations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first review the treatment of cosmological
perturbations in hybrid LQC in Section 2. In Section 3 we summarize the criteria used in hybrid LQC
to pick out a unique family of unitarily equivalent Fock representations for the quantum fields, and an
associated Heisenberg dynamics that is unitarily implementable. Besides, we comment on the freedom
available in this family and how to restrict it by demanding extra conditions on the Fock quantization.
In Section 4 we comment on the dynamical system obtained for the homogeneous geometry and the
cosmological perturbations in hybrid LQC, the specification of initial data for them and, in particular,
several proposals that have appeared in the literature to fix the data of the perturbations corresponding
to a vacuum. We further discuss the choice of initial conditions and model parameters for the FLRW
background within effective LQC in Section 5, where we also analyze the typical behavior of the most
interesting background solutions. Section 6 deals with the computation of the power spectra for several
possible choices of initial vacua and the comparison between them, setting the bounce as initial time.
In Section 7 we investigate which effects on the spectra are genuine quantum geometry modifications.
We also consider changes in the initial time where the vacuum state is fixed. A similar study is carried
out in Section 8, but in this case varying a parameter of the model that arises from LQG, namely the
Immirzi parameter [54]. Finally, we conclude in Section 9. Throughout the paper, we set the speed of
light and the Planck constant equal to the unit, c = h¯ = 1.
2. Cosmological Perturbations in Hybrid LQC
In this section, we introduce the perturbed FLRW cosmology that will be studied in the rest of the
work. Let us start with the unperturbed cosmological system.
2.1. Unperturbed Cosmology
The unperturbed system is an FLRW spacetime, described by a scale factor a, with canonical
momentum pia, and a homogeneous scalar field φ that renders the system non-trivial and plays the
role of the inflaton, with momentum denoted by piφ. These two canonical pairs comprise the phase
space of this homogeneous and isotropic cosmology (previous to the imposition of the Hamiltonian
constraint that reflects the invariance under time reparametrizations and that we will discuss below).
The inflaton will be subject to a potential given by a mass term, V(φ) = m2φ2/2. We will treat the
mass m as a parameter of the system. In addition, we will focus our attention on the case of flat spatial
topology, that we furthermore take to be compact, with spatial sections homeomorphic to a three-torus.
The spacetime metric can be written in the form
ds2 = −N20 (t)dt2 + a2(t) 0hijdθidθ j, (1)
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where N0 is the homogeneous lapse function, 0hij is the Euclidean three-metric, and the angular
coordinates θi have period equal to a parameter l0. The Euclidean volume of the spatial sections is
therefore V0 = l30 . We will call it the fiducial volume [11]. The physical volume, on the other hand,
is V = a3V0.
Instead of the geometrodynamic variables (a,pia), the description in LQC is made in terms of the
Ashtekar-Barbero connection and the densitized triad [11,12]. The physical freedom in these geometric
variables is captured by the canonical pair (v, b/2). The variable v is proportional to the physical
volume, and hence to the cube of the scale factor, while its canonical momentum b/2 is a connection
variable adapted to the length of the edges on which the fundamental holonomies of the system
are computed according to the so-called improved dynamics prescription, put forward in Ref. [14].
Their relation with (a,pia) is
|v| = l
3
0 a
3
2piGγ
√
∆g
, vb = −2
3
apia. (2)
The sign of v determines the orientation of the triad, γ is the Immirzi parameter [54], and ∆g
is the area gap [11,14]. One usually sets γ = 0.2375, a value that has been argued to reproduce the
Bekenstein-Hawking law for the entropy and area of black holes in LQG [55,56]. The area gap, on the
other hand, is the minimum positive area eigenvalue allowed in the model according to LQG [8].
Since the homogeneity and isotropy of the model require that, for any intersection with a surface,
one has as many entering edges as outcoming ones, the area gap is in fact twice the lowest possible
nonzero area eigenvalue, obtained with only one insertion instead of two. One gets ∆g = 4pi
√
3Gγ.
The energy density ρ and pressure P of the inflaton are, respectively, the sum and the difference
of its kinetic energy density ρkin and its potential V(φ). Explicitly,
ρ =
pi2φ
8pi2G2γ2∆gv2
+V(φ) P = ρ− 2V(φ), (3)
and so ρkin = (ρ+ P)/2 and V(φ) = (ρ− P)/2 = m2φ2/2. Finally, this homogeneous model is subject
to one constraint, H|0, that can be regarded as the constraint induced by the homogeneous part of the
Hamiltonian constraint of GR:
H|0 =
1
4piGγ
√
∆gv
[
pi2φ − 3piGv2b2 + 4pi2G2γ2∆gv2m2φ2
]
. (4)
2.2. Hybrid Model
We now introduce perturbations around the homogeneous FLRW cosmology described in the
previous subsection. These perturbations affect both the massive scalar field and the spacetime metric.
We then truncate the action of the system at quadratic order in the perturbations. In this procedure,
the homogeneous cosmology variables, described by zero modes, are treated exactly up to the adopted
order of truncation.
Using the isometries of the fiducial Euclidean spatial metric and the availability of the
Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with this metric, we expand all the perturbations in Fourier
harmonics, classified in scalar, vector, and tensor harmonics. The perturbations can be described
in terms of the Fourier coefficients of these expansions. From these perturbative variables, the only
ones that encode physical information are those that are invariant under perturbative spacetime
diffeomorphisms, usually called gauge invariant perturbations [57], and that in our system are the
tensor modes and a canonical pair of scalar field invariants. Since we are considering the case of flat
spatial topology, it is convenient to choose the Mukhanov-Sasaki (MS) scalar gauge invariant [58–60]
and a suitable canonical momentum of it [26].
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Let us call T(e)~k and Q~k, respectively, the coefficients of the tensor and the MS modes in their
expansion in terms of harmonics. Here,~k is the wavevector of the mode, with wavenumber k equal
to its (Euclidean) norm. Besides, e denotes the two possible polarizations of the gravitational tensor
modes. Then, a rescaling of these coefficients by the scale factor leads to new mode variables [26] that
turn out to satisfy equations of the harmonic-oscillator type [30,38]:
d¯~k,e =
aT(e)~k√
32piG l20
, v¯~k =
aQ~k
l20
. (5)
Actually, it is possible to perform a canonical transformation in all the perturbative variables such
that the new canonical set is formed by (combinations of) the linearized perturbative constraints that
generate perturbative diffeomorphisms, canonical momenta of them that describe gauge degrees of
freedom, the mode coefficients for the gauge invariant perturbations introduced above, and canonically
conjugate gauge invariant momenta.
Perhaps even more remarkable is the fact that, at our order of perturbative truncation in the
action, the canonical transformation that we have introduced for the perturbations can be extended to
a canonical change for the whole system, formed by these perturbations and by the zero modes [26].
The difference between the original and the new zero-mode variables are quadratic contributions in the
perturbations. This difference can be regarded as a backreaction effect, and can be ignored in practice
if one is interested only in the expression of the metric and of the inflaton up to linear perturbative
corrections, or in quantities derived from such expressions. Owing to this and in order to simplify
the notation, we will not introduce new symbols for the corrected zero-mode variables, but keep on
employing the original ones.
With these canonical transformations, the system is described in a especially suitable manner.
In particular, it is straightforward to convince oneself that physical states can depend at most on
(a complete set of compatible variables for) the zero modes and the gauge invariant perturbations [26].
Such states still have to satisfy a global constraint, reminiscent again of the zero mode of the
Hamiltonian constraint of GR, and that is given by the sum of a homogeneous contribution that
is formally identical to H|0 and the Hamiltonians of the gauge invariant perturbations, namely the
tensor Hamiltonian, T H|2, and the MS Hamiltonian, sH|2 [26]. This constraint is represented as
an operator, constructed in terms of the basic quantum operators of LQC and those of the Fock
quantization selected for the perturbations.
To search for solutions to this quantum constraint, and motivated by the interest in situations
where the homogeneous background is not importantly affected by the perturbations, one often
introduces an ansatz for the physical states in which the dependence on the homogeneous geometry
and on each of the perturbative modes separates. In this separation, each of the partial wavefunctions
of the state is allowed to vary also with the inflaton, that in this way adopts the role of an internal time,
in terms of which one can describe the evolution of the rest of variables. Moreover, if one assumes
that the presence of the perturbations in the global constraint does not contribute in a significant
manner to produce transitions in the quantum state Ψ of the homogeneous geometry, one arrives
at a master constraint for the perturbations by simply taking the expectation value of the original
constraint over Ψ [26]. From this master constraint, it is not complicated to derive equations of
motion for the modes of the gauge invariant perturbations (which are basically the counterpart of the
Heisenberg equations for the corresponding creation and annihilation operators). As we anticipated,
these dynamical equations are of the harmonic-oscillator type. The equations provide the evolution
in a conformal time η that is obtained with a change of time defined by the expectation value in Ψ
of the scale factor, represented in terms of the operator version of v. The time-dependent masses in
these equations are different for the tensor and the MS gauge invariants, but both are independent of
the specific mode under consideration [30]. These masses are given by ratios of expectation values of
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geometric operators. By means of these expectation values, the mode equations capture the quantum
effects on the FLRW geometry and incorporate them on the dynamical evolution of the perturbations.
In fact, if one follows instead the dressed metric approach, one arrives to a rather similar result.
In that case one also starts with the homogeneous system, quantizing it in LQC. Then, one captures the
most relevant part of the LQC effects in a dressed metric defined by a reduced number of expectation
values on the geometry. The dynamics of this dressed metric is lifted to the truncated phase space
that includes the gauge invariant perturbations, ignoring any backreaction. In this way, one obtains
evolution equations for the perturbations in which all geometric terms are replaced with functions of
the basic expectation values that characterize the dressed metric. In particular, if one adopts the mode
variables d¯~k,e and v¯~k as before, their dynamics is governed by equations of the harmonic-oscillator
type, with time-dependent masses that are just functions of the already mentioned expectation
values [32,33,38].
2.3. Effective LQC Regime
A physically interesting regime is found if the quantum state Ψ of the homogeneous geometry in
the hybrid approach (or the considered dressed metric in the alternative approach) is a solution of the
FLRW model that follows a trajectory of the effective LQC dynamics. In particular, it follows that in
this case no backreaction is contemplated (the self-consistency of this procedure has to be checked in
practice in the dressed metric scenario [32,33]). In this regime, the expectation values that determine
the time-dependent masses of the mode equations for the perturbations, as well as the definition of
conformal time, can be approximated by their evaluation on the effective trajectory of the peak of Ψ.
This trajectory is generated by the effective Hamiltonian constraint
Heff|0 =
1
4piGγ
√
∆gv
[pi2φ − 3piGv2 sin2 b + 4pi2G2γ2∆gv2m2φ2], (6)
which is the counterpart of H|0 obtained with the replacement of the classical term b2 with sin2 b.
This replacement is due to the fact that the connection variable b is not well defined as an operator in
LQC, and has to be represented in terms of holonomies, the basic elements of which are imaginary
exponentials of b/2. This, together with the reality of the b-contribution to the constraint and the
need to recover its classical expression in the limit of a small connection variable, are at the root of the
appearance of a square sinus in Heff|0 .
The effective equations for the inflaton are the same as in GR, because the part of the Hamiltonian
constraint corresponding to the inflaton is the same in GR and in effective LQC. Nevertheless, the
evolution equations of the geometry change. The Friedmann and Raychaudhuri equations of GR, that
in terms of the Hubble parameter H can be written in the form H2 = 8piGρ/3 and H˙ = −4piG(ρ+ P),
with the dot denoting the derivative with respect to the proper time, become now in the effective
regime [11]:
H2 =
8piG
3
ρ
(
1− ρ
ρmax
)
, H˙ = −4piG(ρ+ P)
(
1− 2 ρ
ρmax
)
. (7)
Recall that ρmax = 3/(8piGγ2∆g) is the critical density. In particular, it is straightforward to see
that the Big Bounce, where the Hubble parameter vanishes (and hence the physical volume reaches a
minimum), occurs when the energy density ρ equals ρmax. Besides, ρ cannot exceed ρmax (at least in
this effective description), because otherwise the square of the Hubble parameter would be negative
according to Equation (7), something that is not possible.
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Within this effective regime, the time-dependent masses of the gauge invariant modes are
geometric quantities evaluated on the effective trajectories, and the mode equations in hybrid
LQC become
d¯′′~k,e +
[
k¯2 +
(
2piGv
γ2∆g
) 2
3 (
sin2 b− 4piGγ2∆gm2φ2
)]
d¯~k,e = 0, (8)
v¯′′~k +
[
k¯2 +
(
2piGv
γ2∆g
) 2
3 (
sin2 b− 4piGγ2∆gm2φ2
)
+ U¯MS
]
v¯~k = 0, (9)
where k¯ = l0k is the rescaled wavenumber independent of the fiducial volume, and the prime denotes
derivative with respect to the conformal time η introduced above, related with the proper time t within
this effective regime by l0a(η)dη = dt [61]. Besides, the extra term in the equation of the scalar modes,
that we will call the MS potential, is
U¯MS =
(
2piGγ
√
∆gv
) 2
3
[
m2 +
4piφ
v
sin(2b)
sin2 b
m2φ+ 24piGm2φ2 − 32pi
2G2γ2∆g
sin2 b
m4φ4
]
. (10)
We can now specify exactly our definition of time-dependent mass: we will call so the
k-independent term that multiplies the gauge invariant variable in the above equations. We will
denote the corresponding tensor and MS masses, respectively, by s(t) and s(s). In particular, we have
that s(s) − s(t) = U¯MS.
Comparing Equations (8)–(10) with those obtained for the same gauge invariant modes in GR [61],
we notice the replacement of b2 with sin2 b in the part of the time-dependent masses that is independent
of the MS potential, and the change in the expression of this potential with respect to the classical one:
UMS =
(
2piGγ
√
∆gv
) 2
3
[
m2 + 8
piφ
vb
m2φ+ 24piGm2φ2 − 32pi
2G2γ2∆g
b2
m4φ4
]
. (11)
These equations hold in the continuum Fourier limit for the mode spectrum of the perturbations.
This limit can be reached by extracting a reference scale from the physical volume, e.g., the value
at the bounce (or at present, if preferred), and letting this scale grow unboundedly [61]. Obviously,
by construction, the resulting system is independent of the original reference scale, which loses all
physical significance.
The mode equations in the dressed metric approach are also similar in this effective regime,
but with changes in the time-dependent masses of the tensor and MS perturbations, owing to the
different quantization strategies. Consequently, the discrepancies between the two approaches appear
only in the regions where the quantum effects are important. For a detailed discussion about these
differences, the reader can consult Ref. [38].
3. Selection of the Fock Quantization
As commented in the introduction, a key feature for the robustness of the hybrid approach is the
characterization of a unique family of unitarily equivalent Fock representations for the description
of the cosmological perturbations. This specification is attained by imposing the invariance of the
representation under the spatial isometries of the flat FLRW cosmology and by asking a non-trivial
and unitarily implementable Heisenberg dynamics of the annihilation and creation operators,
when considered as evolving on a classical background [51]. Actually, the imposition of these
conditions, that we will summarize below, has been successful in selecting a unique equivalence
class of states not only for background, homogeneous and isotropic cosmologies with flat compact
spatial sections, but also in the case of constant non-zero curvature [44,46,47].
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3.1. Preferred Fock Representations for Scalar and Tensor Perturbations
One can check that, classically, the tensor and scalar perturbations characterized by the mode
coefficients d¯~k,e and v¯~k satisfy equations of motion, in conformal time, equivalent to those of the
modes of a Klein-Gordon field on a Minkowski spacetime with a time-dependent mass given by s(t)
and s(s), respectively. In particular, these mode equations dynamically decouple from each other,
and they only depend on the wavenumber k, but not in the rest of information contained in the
wavevector~k of the mode. This feature can be traced back to the isometries of the homogeneous and
isotropic spatial slices. In fact, it can be argued [48] that any choice of annihilation and creation-like
variables that defines a vacuum state which is invariant under the action of those isometries must be
constructed as follows. For each mode, the annihilation-like variable must be a linear combination
of the configuration variable d¯~k,e, or v¯~k, and of its canonical momentum, with coefficients that only
depend on the wavenumber k. The creation-like variable is then the complex conjugate. Let us call fk
and gk, respectively, the coefficients of the configuration and momentum variables, without making
any distinction in the notation for tensor and scalar perturbations as they can be analyzed in a parallel
way. These coefficients are not completely arbitrary, because they are constrained by the requirement
that the resulting annihilation and creation-like variables have Poisson brackets equal to −i.
Since the evolution of the tensor and scalar mode variables is a canonical transformation,
the annihilation and creation-like variables evaluated at different instants of time are related by
Bogoliubov transformations. From a standard quantum mechanical point of view, one would then say
that the Heisenberg dynamics of the annihilation and creation operators is unitarily implementable if
those Bogoliubov transformations may be represented as unitary operators in the Fock space defined
at an arbitrarily given time. This is known to happen if the antilinear part of those transformations
is a trace-class operator. The criterion put forward for the choice of a Fock quantization in hybrid
LQC is then to determine a family of annihilation and creation-like variables such that their dynamics
is unitarily implementable. It is clear that, if fk and gk are chosen to be constant, the considered
Bogoliubov transformations encode exactly all the dynamical evolution of the tensor and scalar modes
d¯~k,e and v¯~k. However, taking into account that the non-stationary background can be regarded as
a dynamical entity on its own (as it should be in the context of quantum cosmology), in principle
there exists the possibility of allowing that fk and gk vary on time through a dependence on the
homogeneous, background variables. Notice that, by doing so, one could in particular consider
annihilation and creation-like variables that carried all the evolution of the original mode variables
T(e)~k and Q~k. Remarkably, the imposition of unitarity on the Heisenberg dynamics associated with
the resulting annihilation and creation-like variables turns out to restrict fk (and consequently gk) in
such a way that, in the asymptotic regime of infinite k, its dominant part is constant (apart from an
arbitrary phase), and equal to the standard choice for a massless Klein-Gordon field on a Minkowski
spacetime [46,47,49,52]. The subdominant contributions are subject to some convergence conditions
in the region of infinitely large wavenumbers k. Furthermore, any two families of annihilation and
creation-like variables constructed under these requirements of isometry invariance and unitarity can
be shown to be unitarily equivalent. The uniqueness of the Fock quantization follows directly from
this fact.
It should be noticed that this uniqueness criterion allows one to univocally disentangle (at least to
dominant order in the asymptotic regime of large wavenumbers) the homogeneous dynamical degrees
of freedom, described by means of LQC methods, from the quantum excitations of the perturbations
that evolve unitarily when considered on a classical background. This is so thanks to the asymptotic
characterization of the background dependence of fk and gk, coefficients that in turn define the
annihilation and creation-like variables chosen for the Fock quantization of the perturbations.
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3.2. Further Specification of Vacua
Even though the criterion of a unitarily implementable Heisenberg dynamics, together with
the invariance under the spatial isometries, picks out a unique equivalence class of states for the
tensor and scalar perturbations, the physical selection of one of these states as the vacuum remains
an open issue. As we will explain in the next section, this ambiguity can be equivalently encoded in
the choice of initial data for the perturbations, among all the possibilities that are still allowed by the
proposed criterion. Actually, this freedom allows us to change how the subdominant contributions of
fk and gk (in the asymptotic regime of large wavenumbers) depend on the homogeneous background
variables. A physically appealing possibility is to use this freedom, and hence remove (at least part
of) the ambiguity, looking for annihilation and creation-like variables such that their Hamiltonian
admits a quantum representation with good properties. In fact, there already exist some preliminary
investigations about this issue in the technically simpler case of fermionic perturbations around flat
FLRW spacetimes, within the hybrid LQC approach [31,53]. For a Dirac field in this cosmological
scenario, one can also carry out a characterization of the annihilation and creation-like variables that
define invariant vacua under the symmetry transformations of the system and display a unitarily
implementable dynamics when considered on a classical background, all this while retaining a standard
convention about the respective identification of particles and antiparticles [45]. Similarly to the
situation described above for the tensor and scalar perturbations, the proposed criterion picks out
an equivalence class of states for the fermionic perturbations, and allows one to separate in an
essentially unique form the degrees of freedom of the homogeneous background from the quantum
fermionic excitations (in the asymptotic regime of large wavenumbers). The permitted families of
annihilation and creation-like variables are still affected by a considerable ambiguity, like in the case of
the tensor and scalar perturbations. Nonetheless, if one imposes that the Hamiltonian that dictates
the dynamics of the annihilation and creation operators in this fermionic case be well-defined on
the vacuum, and therefore densely defined in Fock space, it is possible to prove that one arrives
at further restrictions on the time dependence (through the homogeneous background variables)
of the subdominant contributions of the coefficients that are analogous to fk and gk for the Dirac
field. Moreover, these restrictions turn out to guarantee that certain contributions of the fermionic
backreaction that affect the quantum evolution of the homogeneous geometry are well defined and
finite without the need for any regularization [53].
4. Dynamical System and Initial Conditions
The dynamical equations of the perturbed cosmological system that we introduced in Section 2
can be integrated numerically to determine the evolution of the different variables during the
preinflationary and inflationary eras. This integration requires the specification of initial data, both for
the homogeneous sector and for the gauge invariant perturbations. In this section, we are going to
propose and discuss possible choices for these data.
4.1. Initial Data
We will consider first the homogeneous part of our system. Let us notice that we can use
the freedom to remove a reference scale, commented above, and set in this way, e.g., the initial
physical volume equal to one. In addition, since no backreaction of the perturbations is contemplated,
the homogeneous variables must satisfy the effective Hamiltonian constraint Heff|0 , that can be employed
at the initial instant of time, for instance, to find the initial value of the inflaton momentum, and hence
of the time derivative of the inflaton on the effective solution. Moreover, the Big Bounce provides a
privileged spatial section of minimum physical volume. Therefore, the bounce appears as a natural
choice of initial time, where the time derivative of the physical volume vanishes. In this manner, we are
left only with one initial piece of data for the homogeneous, background effective solutions: the initial
value of the inflaton. We can also view as a phenomenological parameter the inflaton mass, the value
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of which can be adjusted, together with that of the inflaton at the bounce, in order to obtain a good fit of
the CMB power spectra, although still allowing for the existence of quantum effects. These effects will
typically appear in the large scale sector of the spectra, since these are the scales that may be affected
by quantum changes in the Hubble parameter around the bounce if the observed Universe inflated
from a region of, approximately, the Planck size. The explained adjustment leads to values of the
inflaton at the bounce, φB, slightly smaller than one, and to masses of the order of 10−6, both in Planck
units [30] (see also Ref. [34] in the case of the dressed metric approach). For definiteness, in the rest of
our discussion we will perform all of our numerical integrations taking the values m = 1.2× 10−6 and
φB = 0.97.
Let us now analyze the issue of the initial data for the rescaled perturbations d¯~k,e and v¯~k. We notice
that fixing these data amounts to determining a complete set of mode solutions for the perturbations.
In fact, we can choose the initial conditions so that they only depend on the wavenumber, k, but not on
the particular wavevector corresponding to it, nor on the polarization in the case of tensor perturbations.
The complex conjugate of the resulting solutions, including their spatial dependence in terms of Fourier
harmonics, are then also dynamical solutions, because the mode equations are real, and the complex
conjugation operation leads to harmonics with the same wavenumber. Moreover, we can fix our initial
data so that the mode solutions are normalized with respect to the (rescaled) Klein-Gordon inner
product. Let us call {µk(η)} the solutions obtained in this way, together with their complex conjugates
{µ∗k (η)}. In our notation, we do not make distinction between the solutions for the scalar modes and
for the tensor modes, although it is clear that the equations of motion that they have to satisfy are
different. This type of notation will help simplify the discussion. Continuing with our analysis, it is
not difficult to check that the Klein-Gordon normalization condition becomes
µk(η0)µ
∗′
k (η0)− µ′k(η0)µ∗k (η0) = i. (12)
Here, η0 is the initial time (thus, η0 is the time when the rescaled physical volume reaches a
minimum if the initial section is taken at the bounce).
The gauge invariant fields can be expressed in terms of our set of mode solutions (with the spatial
dependence given by the Fourier harmonics) as linear combinations with coefficients that are creation
and annihilation-like, given our normalization condition (12). Explicitly, v¯~k(η) = µk(η)a~k + µ
∗
k (η)a
∗
~k
,
and similarly for the tensor modes. Therefore, fixing initial data for the perturbations amounts to
describing the fields in terms of a specific collection of creation and annihilation-like coefficients.
Besides, the choice of these coefficients determines a unique Fock representation, in which the creation
and annihilation operators are the direct counterpart of our coefficients. Furthermore, since the vacuum
state is the state of unit norm characterized by a vanishing action of all the annihilation operators
of the Fock representation, the specification of these latter operators picks out a unique vacuum for
the system. In this way, we see that providing initial data for the perturbations is tantamount to the
choice of a vacuum state for the gauge invariant tensor and MS fields. Moreover, our construction of
the normalized perturbative solutions in terms of Fourier harmonics (of the fiducial Laplace-Beltrami
operator) determines a particular type of vacua that have the good property of being invariant under
the spatial isometries of the fiducial spatial metric [62].
We can always absorb a global phase in the definition of our mode solutions without any relevant
consequence. The creation and annihilation-like variables will only change in a constant phase,
and therefore the associated annihilation operators will still have a vanishing action on the same
vacuum state. We use this freedom to set the initial value of the mode solutions equal to a positive
number. In this manner, we can parametrize the initial data for these solutions as [30]
µk(η0) =
1√
2Dk
, µ′k(η0) =
√
Dk
2
(Ck − i) . (13)
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Here, we have employed that the imaginary part of µ′k(η0) is determined by µk(η0) and the
normalization condition (12). The constant Dk is positive, while Ck can take any real value.
4.2. Adiabatic Vacuum States
Possible choices of a vacuum for the gauge invariant fields are given by the so-called adiabatic
states [63,64]. These states were originally introduced as approximated solutions to the equations of
fields propagating in cosmological spacetimes and have a particularly well-tamed ultraviolet behavior
and, associated with that, good regularization properties (at least for adiabatic states of sufficiently
high order [65,66]).
The adiabatic solutions are based on an ansatz of the form:
µk(η) =
1√
2Wk(η)
e−i
∫ η
η0
Wk(η¯)d η¯ . (14)
Then, the mode equations are fulfilled provided that the function Wk satisfies the equation
W2k = k
2 + s− 1
2
W ′′k
Wk
+
3
4
(
W ′k
Wk
)2
, (15)
where s denotes generically the scalar (s(s)) or tensor (s(t)) time-dependent mass. Approximate
solutions to this equation can be obtained by an iterative process, starting with the function W(0)k = k.
At the step (n + 1), one substitutes in the right-hand side of Equation (15) the approximate solution
W(2n)k estimated at the previous step, obtaining a better approximation, that is called W
(2n+2)
k .
The approximate iterative solutions W(2n)k converge to the exact solution at least as O(k−1−2n) in
the asymptotic limit of infinite k [30], where the symbol O stands for asymptotic order. Adiabatic
states of, say, order 2n are then constructed by choosing as solutions µk(η) those that are uniquely
characterized by the initial data W(2n)k at time η0, at least for sufficiently large k. The asymptotic
behavior of the resulting solutions restricts severely the form of the adiabatic states in the ultraviolet
region, but however leaves full freedom for the behavior at large scales, i.e., at small k.
This freedom is reflected in the infinite ambiguity that exists in choosing adiabatic states.
Its definition clearly depends on the order of adiabatic iteration in their construction, but also on
the initial conformal time η0 chosen for the initial data W
(2n)
k . Moreover, since only the asymptotic
behavior for large k is relevant in their definition, we can truncate the iterative solutions W(2n)k at order
k−1−2n, obtaining new, but valid approximate solutionsW(2n)k . We will call the states constructed out
of these new approximate solutions the obvious adiabatic states. For the sake of an example, at the
first non-trivial adiabatic order (i.e., order 2) we get
W(2)k =
√
k2 + s, W(2)k = k +
s
2k
. (16)
Notice that the adiabatic solutions coincide at lowest, 0th order: W(0)k =W
(0)
k = k.
As we have commented, adiabatic states depend on the initial time selected to define them.
Equivalently, they change with the conformal time chosen to set their initial data. It is straightforward
to see, from the adiabatic ansatz, that the parameters that determine these initial data are
Dk = Wk(η0), Ck = −
W ′k(η0)
2W2k (η0)
. (17)
This parametrization is valid for any adiabatic order, and both for the iterative states and their
obvious states counterpart.
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The correct definition of the adiabatic states needs that the function Wk (or rather the considered
approximation) be real. For sufficiently small k, this requires the positivity of the time-dependent mass
s. Remarkably, in the case of hybrid LQC and for the kind of background effective solutions that we
are interested in studying, this positivity is granted at the bounce [38].
Turning back to the freedom inherent to the choice of an adiabatic vacuum, we can impose
additional criteria to remove it. For instance, in Ref. [67] it has been proposed that one could select
the state that provides a regularized stress-energy tensor that vanishes mode by mode at the given
initial time. Although there is an infinite ambiguity in the adiabatic renormalization process, once
one fixes this process (as it is done in Ref. [67]), the proposal picks out a single adiabatic vacuum for
each selection of initial time. Then, the specified vacuum turns out to be unique if one fixes this initial
time univocally.
4.3. Other Vacuum States
A different proposal for the vacuum state of the perturbations has been put forward in
Refs. [62,68]. This proposal fixes the vacuum by requiring a subtle interplay between the behavior
in the region with important LQC effects, quantified by an energy density ρ ≥ 10−4 · ρmax, and the
behavior at the end of inflation. In the region with relevant quantum effects, the requirement is that
the vacuum belong to the ball of states with quantum Weyl curvature below a specific bound. It can be
considered the lowest viable bound allowed by the uncertainty principle and stable under quantum
evolution throughout all of the studied region. At the end of inflation, the demand, specialized in
detail in Ref. [68] to scalar perturbations, is that the state minimizes the square of the Ricci tensor of
the spatial metric. It has been shown that, (at least) in the dressed metric approach, this proposal leads
to very appealing primordial power spectra, in good agreement with observations [68]. Nonetheless,
the direct relation of this vacuum with adiabatic states, or their determination in terms of specific
initial data for the perturbations has not been explored.
Another proposal for a vacuum state is the so-called non-oscillating vacuum (NO-vacuum)
introduced in Ref. [29]. The criterion to select this vacuum is based on a specific choice of initial data
such that the oscillations in the power spectrum are minimized during the evolution in a given time
interval. Since the primordial power spectrum for each mode is proportional to the square norm of the
mode solution, the criterion can be stated as a variational problem: the determination of the functions
Dk and Ck that minimize the integral
∫ η f
η0
∣∣∣∣∣d
(|µk|2)
dη¯
∣∣∣∣∣ dη¯. (18)
Again, we see that this proposal is not enunciated directly as a condition on the section of initial
time, but involves an entire interval (η0, η f ). In fact, the selected state will depend in general on the
choice of this interval. In the considered case, a natural choice is the period from the bounce to the
instant at which the kinetic energy density of the inflaton vanishes, moment at which the inflation
is already driven by the potential. We will discuss the sensitivity to changes of this interval later
in Section 8.
In some specific situations, it is possible to calculate analytically the data Dk and Ck that minimize
the integral (18) but, in general, numerical methods will be necessary. A case in which one can carry
out an analytical computation is a de Sitter spacetime with a massless scalar field. In this case, if one
lets the initial time tend to minus infinity, one can prove that the initial data that minimize the integral
reproduce the Bunch-Davies vacuum. In addition, for a scalar field in flat spacetime, either massless
or with a quadratic potential, the proposal picks out the Poincaré vacuum state. Actually, in both of
these particular situations, it is possible to analytically minimize the oscillations in the power spectrum
by choosing a basis of solutions such that the associated annihilation and creation-like variables,
when viewed as operators in a Heisenberg picture, are adiabatic invariants up to a phase (for details
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and the definition of adiabatic invariants, see Ref. [69]). This line of attack implies the resolution of a
generalized Ermakov-Pinney equation. The procedure leads as well to the Bunch-Davies and Poincaré
vacua in the two considered cases, respectively. Given this coincidence, it would be interesting to
compare the commented procedure with the NO-vacuum in other more general scenarios where one
could attain an explicit construction of adiabatic invariants.
The consequences of the choice of the NO-vacuum in hybrid quantum cosmology have been
investigated in some detail, both for scalar [29] and tensor perturbations [30]. In fact, the resulting
power spectra fit particularly well the observational data.
4.4. Power Spectra
The primordial spectra can be easily calculated if we find the value of the mode solutions at the
end of inflation, ηend, e.g., by integration of the mode equations with the initial data provided by some
choice of vacuum. The explicit formulas for the scalar and tensor primordial power spectra, PR(k) and
PT (k) respectively, if we assume the same vacuum for both types of perturbations, are the following:
PR(k) = k
3
2pi2
|µk(ηend)|2
z2(ηend)
, PT (k) = 32k
3
pi
|µk(ηend)|2
a2(ηend)
, (19)
where z = aφ˙/H, with the Hubble parameter defined in the standard manner, H = a˙/a. These
primordial spectra provide the initial conditions for the Boltzmann codes that can be used to compute
the CMB angular spectra. We recall that, once we have set the physical volume V equal to one at
a certain fixed time, the scale factor a can be obtained as the cubic root of V , with the value of this
factor identified as the unit scale at the chosen time (for instance, the bounce). Besides, in practice one
can stop the integration at times sufficiently later than the horizon crossing for the evaluation that is
needed in the above formulas, as far as one has reached the regime in which the evolution of the mode,
suitably rescaled by z (scalar modes) or a (tensor modes), gets frozen. We also recall that a mode with
wavenumber k is said to cross the horizon at time ηcross if we have that k = a(ηcross)H(ηcross).
Actually, once the primordial spectra are calculated for a certain vacuum state, we do not need to
repeat the computation of those spectra if we change of vacuum in our discussion. As we have seen,
each of the vacua is characterized by a set of mode solutions. Let them be {µk(η)} and {µ¯k(η)} for the
two vacua in question. The two sets are always related by a Bogoliubov transformation of the form
µ¯k(η) = αkµk(η) + βkµ
∗
k (η), |αk|2 − |βk|2 = 1. (20)
The last identity in this equation is a consequence of the fact that the Bogoliubov transformation
is canonical. The Bogoliubov coefficients can be calculated using the initial data of the two sets of
mode solutions:
αk = i
[
µ¯′k(η0)µ
∗
k (η0)− µ¯k(η0)µ∗′k (η0)
]
, (21)
βk = −i
[
µ¯′k(η0)µk(η0)− µ¯k(η0)µ′k(η0)
]
. (22)
Then, if we have at our disposal the primordial power spectra PR(k) and PT (k) of one of the
analyzed vacua, let us say the vacuum with mode solutions {µk(η)}, the spectra for the other vacuum
can be obtained as
P¯R(k) =
[
1+ 2|βk|2 + 2|αk||βk| cos
(
ϕαk − ϕβk + 2ϕ
µ
k
)]
PR(k), (23)
and similarly for the tensor spectrum, where we have introduced the notation
αk = |αk|eiϕαk , βk = |βk|eiϕ
β
k , µk = |µk|eiϕ
µ
k . (24)
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This simplifies the numerical computations enormously.
As an aside, let us point out a useful property of the Bogoliubov transformations between adiabatic
states. For these kind of states, the asymptotic behavior of the β coefficients is determined by the
vacuum of lower adiabatic order. Let us call 2m this order, with our convention of using even integers
for the order of the adiabatic states. Then, explicitly, one gets [30]
|βk| = O(k−2−2m) (25)
for asymptotically large k.
Finally, in scenarios where the observed modes cross the horizon during a period of slow-roll
inflation (see e.g., Ref. [70]), the primordial power spectrum can be evaluated by using analytical
expressions that extend the results from one reference wavenumber, kref, for which the power has
been obtained by other means, typically numerically or observationally. This reference mode must
exit the horizon also in the slow-roll regime. This regime is reached when the Hubble-flow functions
eH = −H˙/H2 and ηH = H¨/(2H˙H) are sufficiently small. For our numerical computations [30],
we quantify this condition by requiring that the two parameters are smaller than 10−2. In this slow-roll
regime, the Planck Collaboration uses the formulas [3]
PPlR (k; kref) = As(kref)
(
k
kref
)ns(kref)−1+ 12 ln( kkref ) dnsd ln k (kref)
, (26)
PPlT (k; kref) = At(kref)
(
k
kref
)nt(kref)+ 12 ln( kkref ) dntd ln k (kref)
. (27)
The spectral indices ns and nt, and the runnings dns/d ln k and dnt/d ln k, are quadratic
polynomials of the Hubble-flow functions. Besides, all of them, as well as the coefficients As and At,
depend on the reference mode kref. Their explicit expressions are given in Ref. [3].
5. Background Solution and Effects on the Perturbations
In this section, we will analyze the main characteristics of the effective solution for the
homogeneous sector. We recall that we are interested in solutions that lead to power spectra
compatible with the observations, but still retaining some quantum effects in the region of large
scales. This determines a relatively narrow range of values for the initial condition on the inflaton,
and for the value of the mass parameter. For concreteness, we will consider a specific solution in this
set, namely, that corresponding to m = 1.2× 10−6 and φB = 0.97 (in Planck units). The properties of
other solutions in our sector of interest are qualitatively similar.
The solution for our choice of m and φB is displayed in Figure 1. We see that the rescaled Hubble
parameter aH, that separates the regions of wavenumbers that are inside and outside the Hubble
radius, starts at zero at the bounce, grows rapidly in a period of superinflation where the scale factor is
almost constant, and then decreases to a minimum. At the bounce, the solution is totally dominated by
the kinetic energy of the inflaton, while the contribution of the potential is almost negligible. The kinetic
energy density then decreases rapidly, approximately as a−6, as it would correspond to the case with
vanishing potential, where the inflaton momentum is conserved and the density evolves as the inverse
square of the physical volume. The decrease in the kinetic energy density continues until it becomes of
the order of the potential, approximately at the time when aH reaches its minimum, since a˙ increases
when the potential drives the evolution of the scale factor, as can be seen in Equation (7). We note that,
during the evolution from the bounce to the minimum of aH, the inflaton increases, but only by a small
factor of the order of 3. Therefore, the potential changes by one order of magnitude, approximately,
during this period.
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Figure 1. Solution for m = 1.2× 10−6 and φB = 0.97. The upper panel shows the evolution of the
inflaton, the middle panel that of the rescaled Hubble parameter aH, and the lower pannel that of the
energy density, with its kinetic and potential contributions. In the case of aH, we have plotted also
several wavenumbers to illustrate different scenarios for horizon crossing.
We recall that the energy density at the bounce is equal to ρmax, which is of the order of the
Planck density. The energy density when the kinetic contribution becomes comparable to the potential,
moment that approximately marks the minimum of aH according to our previous comments, can be
estimated as follows. First, notice that the potential at the bounce is m2φ2B/2, which is of the order of
10−12 in Planck units. Then, it suffices to take into account that, during the phase of decrease of the
kinetic energy, the potential grows at most in one order of magnitude. This gives us a potential in
the range [10−12, 10−11]. In the case of other effective background solutions in the sector of physical
interest, for which φB may be slightly different and its increase in the kinetically dominated regime
may be a little bigger, we can safely extend the considerations to the interval of energy densities
ρKE−VE ∈ [10−12, 10−9] at the coincidence between the kinetic and the potential contributions. The two
densities ρmax and ρKE−VE play a fundamental role in the phenomena experienced by the perturbations
and, in a certain approximate sense, determine the regions where one can find effects that depart from
the standard predictions of GR.
Taking into account Equation (7) and the fact that the scale factor does not vary much during
superinflation, it is not difficult to convince oneself that the maximum of aH close to the bounce
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is of the order of the Planck unit with our convention of scales. On the other hand, soon after this
superinflationary period, the energy density will have decreased sufficiently as to discard any quantum
effect in the system, that will get adapted in this way to the GR dynamics. This implies that, from
that moment on, H2 starts to decrease as ρ, and hence as the inverse square volume, according to our
previous comments. Therefore aH decreases as the inverse square of the scale factor. Recalling that
the energy density decreases (as a−6) during this period by 12− 9 orders of magnitude, we conclude
that aH (that goes as a−2) decreases to 10−4 − 10−3. From all these considerations, it follows that the
modes with wavenumbers (a bit) larger than one (in Planck units) do not cross the horizon during
these stages previous to inflation, while modes with 1 ' k ' 10−4 − 10−3 exit and enter the horizon
after the bounce and before inflation. Let us also comment that these modes would be the first to cross
the horizon in any later epoch of inflation, therefore noticing any effect that could be attributed to an
early stage of the inflationary process. Finally, modes with k / 10−4 − 10−3 are not inside the Hubble
radius in the immediate vicinity of the bounce and do not reenter the horizon in the studied period.
After the potential has become equal to the kinetic energy density, the former starts to dominate
while the latter continues to decrease. The scenario is that of a potential that remains essentially
constant and drives an epoch of inflationary expansion. From the lower plot in Figure 1 we can see
that this period lasts approximately 60–70 e-folds, sufficient to be compatible with the observational
bounds [71]. Nonetheless, the number of e-folds already suggests an scenario of short-lived inflation.
Hence, during the first moments of the inflationary process, the fact that the system is evolving from a
kinetically dominated era can lead to departures from a slow-roll behavior. This will have consequences
in the power spectra if the modes that crossed the horizon in those instants are observed today (see e.g.,
the discussion of Ref. [72] in the context of GR). In particular, the slow-roll approximation will not be
good, at least for modes that exited the horizon during those first stages of inflation.
We close this section by mentioning that, noticing that the potential is practically negligible
around the bounce in the kind of background solutions of interest in LQC, the behavior of these
solutions has been characterized by approximate analytic expressions in Refs. [73–75], where different
potentials have been considered, including the case of a mass contribution. In particular, these analytic
expressions are useful to derive general properties of the solutions.
6. Power Spectra for Different Vacua
We will now analyze the primordial power spectra of the perturbations around the background
described in the previous section, using the initial conditions at the bounce that correspond to different
choices of vacuum state. We will consider the case of the scalar power spectrum. The results for the
tensor perturbations are similar, and can be found in Ref. [30].
In Figures 2 and 3 we show the scalar power spectra for the lowest order adiabatic vacuum states.
The results are compared with the spectrum obtained in the slow-roll approximation with the analytic
estimation made by the Planck collaboration, given in Equation (26).
A look at the power spectrum of the 0th-order adiabatic state in Figure 2 reveals the existence
of three regions. First, in the region of wavenumbers k sufficiently greater than one, let us say k ' 5,
the power spectrum is constant and coincides with the slow-roll prediction. Second, in an intermediate
region with 5 ' k ' 10−4 − 10−3, the spectrum presents rapid oscillations, that grow in amplitude
as k decreases. Third, and finally, for k / 10−4 − 10−3 the power is suppressed. Notice that there is a
clear relation between these three regions and those identified in the previous section according to the
behavior of the rescaled Hubble parameter aH on the background solution. This relation lies at the
root of the phenomena observed in the power spectrum.
The spectra of Figure 3 show similar results, also with three regions, but we see that the
quantitative result depends strongly on the specific vacuum state under consideration. In particular,
the suppression of power at large scales is present for all iterative adiabatic states, but not for some of
the obvious ones, indicating that the predictions for this latter type of states are less robust against a
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change in the iterative order. Despite these discrepancies, we emphasize that the regions with different
behaviors are the same in all cases.
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Figure 2. The primordial scalar power spectrum in hybrid LQC for the 0th-order adiabatic state
on the background solution studied in Section 5. The power spectrum obtained with the slow-roll
approximation (26) is also shown for comparison.
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Figure 3. The primordial scalar power spectrum in hybrid LQC for the adiabatic states of lowest
orders on the background solution studied in Section 5. Two kind of adiabatic states are considered:
the obvious ones and the iterative adiabatic states. The power spectrum obtained with the slow-roll
approximation (26) is also shown for comparison.
The power spectrum for the NO-vacuum is displayed in Figure 4, comparing it with the
corresponding spectra of the 0th-order adiabatic state and the slow-roll approximation. In this case,
we find a remarkable coincidence with the slow-roll spectrum in a much wider range of modes, with a
total absence of rapid oscillations. The region of small wavenumbers still presents a suppression of
power. Finally, we also notice some minor features in the spectrum, in the matching region with the
predictions of the slow-roll approximation.
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Figure 4. The primordial scalar power spectrum in hybrid LQC for the NO-vacuum on the background
solution studied in Section 5. The power spectrum obtained with the 0th-order adiabatic state and with
the slow-roll approximation (26) are also shown for comparison.
The computation of the angular spectrum of temperature anisotropies in the CMB can be
computed using e.g., the CLASS code [76]. We have carried out this integration using the best-fit values
of the parameters of the base ΛCDM model provided by the Planck Collaboration in Ref. [3] (using
the so-called TT+lowP data). The integration has been performed allowing for lensing corrections in
the code, in order to improve the accuracy of the results. An additional issue that must be faced before
comparing the predictions with the observations is a change in the scale that we have used so far in
our calculations of the primordial spectra. This scale was fixed by setting the physical volume at the
bounce equal to one. Nevertheless, the observational data usually employ the present value of the
physical volume as the unit of reference. This requires a scale matching between the two situations.
The matching is made by identifying the scale of reference that the Planck mission uses for k, namely
the pivot scale k∗ = 0.05 Mpc−1, with the value of k that has the same amplitude observed for k∗ [3].
The matching is made in the set of modes that crossed the horizon in slow-roll regime, because the
spectrum turns out to be monotonous for k in that set, a fact that guarantees that the solution is
unique [30].
The resulting angular spectrum of temperature anisotropies for the NO-vacuum state at the
bounce is displayed in Figure 5. The figure shows the spectrum obtained on the solution studied in
Section 5, but also on other effective background solutions with the same value of the inflaton mass,
but slightly different initial data for the inflaton at the bounce. The best fit of the observational data
obtained by the Planck Collaboration is displayed as well for comparison. In particular, we notice that
the suppression of power and the features that are present in the spectrum of the NO-vacuum may
provide an explanation for the lack of power and the possible anomalies that the records of Planck
seem to indicate at large and intermediate scales [3].
To help visualizing the origin of these phenomena and make more evident the different behavior
of the modes in the distinct vacua, we show in Figure 6 the evolution of two of the modes that exit and
enter the horizon in the period between the Big Bounce and the beginning of inflation. We take initial
conditions at the bounce that correspond either to the 0th-order adiabatic state or to the NO-vacuum,
for comparison. We clearly see a region of rapid oscillations and amplification of the power of the
modes in the adiabatic state. This region is related with the period when the modes are inside the
horizon, after reentering it in the post-bounce evolution and before they exit again in the early stages
of the inflationary process. In the NO-vacuum, on the other hand, the modes do not display these
rapid oscillations, but remain almost constant in that region.
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Finally, Figure 7 shows the beta coefficients for the Bogoliubov transformation between different
adiabatic states and the NO-vacuum, as well as between two vacua of 4th order. We consider the two
types of adiabatic states introduced in Section 4, i.e., obvious and iterative adiabatic vacua. According
to Equation (25), the behavior of the beta coefficient at large k seems to indicate that the NO-vacuum
behaves asymptotically as an adiabatic state of high order, at least equal to 4.
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Figure 5. Angular power spectrum of temperature anisotropies for the Planck best fit and the
NO-vacuum state at the bounce on background solutions obtained with different values of the inflaton
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Figure 6. Upper panel: Evolution of two modes in the 0th-order adiabatic state and of the NO-vacuum
at the bounce, on the background solution studied in Section 5. Lower panel: Evolution of aH, showing
that the two modes exit and reenter the horizon before the onset of inflation, and then cross the horizon
again in the first stages of the inflationary period.
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Figure 7. Norm of the beta coefficients, multiplied by k3/2, for different Bogoliubov transformations
relating adiabatic states of the obvious and iterative types and the NO-vacuum.
7. Choice of Initial Time and Effect on the Power Spectra
We have seen that, in general for adiabatic states and always for the iterative ones, one gets a
primordial power spectrum that presents a region with rapid oscillations, with the corresponding
enhancement of power in comparison with the slow-roll spectrum when these oscillations are averaged.
Although one might believe that these rapid oscillations are due to the quantum corrections generated
by LQC, a close inspection to the modes that are affected makes us suspect that the oscillations
may rather appear because these modes cross the horizon immediately after a period in which the
kinetic energy density of the inflaton is important in the background solution. The exposition of
the fluctuations to a period of kinetic dominance can have relevant effects in the spectrum [72].
In particular, this may put into question the choice of adiabatic sates (at least the lowest order ones) as
natural vacua for the perturbations.
To understand this issue, we can investigate whether similar oscillations would appear in the
primordial spectrum of adiabatic states if we consider background solutions like those in effective
LQC, but now in GR. We can try and find solutions in GR that have the same behavior as the original
effective ones in the region of large volumes, and continue them back to the regions of high density
that correspond to the bounce and its vicinity in LQC. In this way, the GR solutions will coincide
with the effective solutions at late times, but not around the initial time, identified with the bounce
of the LQC trajectories. In Figure 8 we compare the primordial spectrum of the 0th-order adiabatic
state in hybrid LQC on the effective solution considered in Section 5, with the primordial spectrum
of the same state in GR, and on the background constructed also in GR as we have explained above.
In this GR solution (obtained with the same value of the mass), the value of the inflaton at the time
that would correspond to the bounce in LQC is φB = 1.083. We see that the two spectra are similar,
with the same kind of oscillations. Furthermore, these oscillations possess similar amplitudes. In this
sense, the most relevant departures from the standard inflationary models that are observed in this
adiabatic spectrum are not genuinely due to quantum geometry effects, but rather to other phenomena
that can be rooted in a kinetically dominated phase previous to the onset of inflation. Obviously, the
spectra of hybrid LQC contain also quantum modifications, but in cases like the low-order adiabatic
states at the bounce (or in its vicinity), these modifications of the spectra are hidden by others that are
related to non-conventional preinflationary and inflationary stages, stages that turn the question of a
natural choice of vacuum into an open issue. To analyze in depth the quantum modifications of the
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spectra, and confront the predictions about them with observations, it is necessary to reach a better
characterization of such modifications and disentangle them from the rest of corrections.
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Figure 8. Primordial scalar power spectrum of the 0th-order adiabatic vacuum in hybrid LQC on the
solution studied in Section 5, and in GR on the Einsteinian counterpart of that background. In this
background, the inflaton at the time when the bounce occurs in LQC is φB = 1.083 in Planck units.
An important distinction between the possible oscillations in GR and those in LQC is that the
latter are confined to a sector of energy densities that is bounded from above by the critical density
ρmax, whereas no such a bound exists in the Einsteinian theory.
An alternative way to investigate whether the rapid oscillations are an effect of the LQC corrections
or are due to other reasons is the following. Until now, we have considered the bounce as a natural
choice of time in order to set initial conditions on the state of the perturbations. The final form of this
state that determines the primordial power spectrum depends on the evolution of the background
solution from the bounce to the end of inflation, and on the specific time-dependent mass that enters
the propagation equations. This mass has the same expression as in GR except for corrections that
are relevant only in the same region where the effective background solution in LQC differs from its
counterpart in GR. In total, we see that all possible quantum corrections, either in the expression of
the time-dependent mass or directly in the background solution, are confined to the region with high
energy density of the inflaton (let us say greater than 10−4) that surrounds the bounce. As soon as we
get away from the bounce, these quantum effects disappear. Therefore, a procedure to check if certain
phenomenon is produced by these effects is to move the initial time away from the bounce, and closer
to the onset of inflation.
In Figure 9 we show a set of alternative choices of time in the interval between the bounce and the
onset of inflation, displaying the value that the rescaled Hubble parameter aH reaches at that time in
the background solution. We then plot in Figure 10 the primordial power spectrum obtained by taking
initial conditions at those times, corresponding to the respective 0th-order adiabatic vacuum state in
hybrid LQC on the background solution analyzed in Section 5. It is clear that the rapid oscillations are
removed as the initial time gets closer to the onset of inflation. This is consistent with the statement
that these oscillations are not a genuine product of the quantum geometry, but rather of the epoch of
kinetic dominance and of its effects on the evolution of the perturbations.
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Figure 9. Different choices of time between the bounce and the onset of inflation, and value of aH at
those times, for the background solution studied in Section 5.
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Figure 10. Primordial scalar power spectrum in hybrid LQC of the 0th-order adiabatic vacuum, defined
with the different choices of initial time displayed in Figure 9. The background is the solution studied
in Section 5.
8. Dependence on Parameters
Our definition of the NO-vacuum state depends on the choice of a time interval in which the
oscillations in the power of the vacuum solution are minimized, mode by mode. Until now, we have
chosen the Big Bounce as initial time η0 for this interval, and the final time η f has been identified with
the moment in which the kinetic energy of the inflation vanishes for the first time, something that
happens when the inflationary expansion has already started. Numerical analyses show that the results
do not depend heavily on our particular choice of final time if the changes are small. These changes
generically affect the features that are present in the spectra at intermediate scales, for wavenumbers k
in the region that separates the sector with suppression of power from the sector where the slow-roll
approximation applies. As the changes in the final time increase, letting it approach the bounce,
the power spectra start to display oscillations, with the subsequent enhancement of power on average.
The closer η f gets to the region with quantum geometry effects, the larger the increase of power.
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On the other hand, the changes of initial time do not seem to have an important impact in the
spectra, at least if η0 remains well inside the kinetically dominated region. In Figure 11, we show
the changes in the primordial power spectrum for the NO-vacuum on the background solution of
Section 5 when the initial time η0 is varied. We see that the changes are small. We only display the
interval k ∈ [10−3, 5× 10−3] because the changes are tiny outside this interval.
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Figure 11. Primordial scalar power spectrum in hybrid LQC of the NO-vacuum defined with different
choices of initial time between 0 (corresponding to the bounce) and 50, in Planck units. The background
solution was studied in Section 5.
A different dependence of our results is on the parameters of the LQC quantization. There are
two of these parameters, namely the Immirzi parameter γ and the area gap ∆g. In our discussion so far,
we have taken the standard values that are adopted for these parameters in LQC, based on arguments
about black hole entropy and the spectrum of the area operator, respectively. We recall that these
values are γ = 0.2375 and ∆g = 4pi
√
3Gγ. The two parameters affect the value of the critical density,
which varies with them as ρmax ∝ ∆−1g γ−2 ∝ γ−3. Hence, when the Immirzi parameter increases,
or when the area gap increases (keeping G constant), the critical density decreases. This decrease
makes the critical density approach the energy density where inflation begins (if the decrease is not
radically large), reducing the region of kinetic dominance and placing the initial time where the
vacuum is chosen closer to the inflationary period. Notice that if the decrease in the critical density
were even larger, we would enter a completely different scenario where the bounce would be followed
directly by a period of standard (potentially dominated) expansion. It would be interesting to study
the modifications to the power spectra in this alternative scenario. On the other hand, let us point
out that a change of the Immirzi parameter involves a rescaling of the physical volume, according to
Equation (2). This rescaling changes the effective background solution. The new solution can be found
with a matching process, integrating the effective trajectory for the new value of γ backwards from
a matching time that is sufficiently far away from the bounce, using there the rescaled value of the
physical volume. This matching guarantees that the original and the new solutions share the same
behavior for large volumes, since in that region the GR equations, that are independent of γ, are valid.
The primordial scalar power spectrum of the 0th-order adiabatic vacuum is displayed in Figure 12
for different values of the Immirzi parameter, including the standard value 0.2375. These spectra
confirm our expectations that the oscillations get damped as γ increases. For the NO-vacuum,
on the other hand, the primordial power spectrum is shown in Figure 13. We plot only the interval
k ∈ [10−3, 5× 10−3] because, again, the changes turn out to be negligible for other values of k.
In contrast with the situation encountered for the 0th-order adiabatic state, the variations in the
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spectrum are now very small. The background solution used in the computation of these spectra is,
once more, the effective solution analyzed in Section 5.
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Figure 12. Primordial scalar power spectrum of the 0th-order adiabatic state in hybrid LQC for values
of the Immirzi parameter between 0.2375 and 50. The background solution was studied in Section 5.
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Figure 13. Primordial power spectrum of the NO-vacuum in hybrid LQC for values of the Immirzi
parameter between 0.2375 and 16. The background solution was studied in Section 5.
9. Conclusions
We have discussed the role and determination of the vacuum state for quantum fields treated
as perturbations in the framework of LQC. We have focused our attention on the hybrid approach
to LQC, although most of our analysis can be extended to other proposals, like the dressed metric
approach. For our discussion, we have considered an FLRW universe with compact flat topology
in the presence of a massive scalar field, and we have perturbed it at quadratic order in the action.
In this perturbative formalism, the zero modes that describe the FLRW cosmology have been treated
exactly at the adopted order of truncation. On the other hand, the non-compact case can be included
in the study by taking an appropriate limit [61]. In our system, formed by the homogeneous FLRW
cosmology and its perturbations, we have introduced a canonical transformation that respects the
gauge invariance at the perturbative level of truncation. With this transformation, the system can
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be described by MS and tensor gauge invariants, linear perturbative constraints and their momenta,
and zero modes. In a hybrid quantization, the physical states of this system depend only on the
zero modes and on the perturbative gauge invariants. The sector of zero modes is quantized with
the techniques of homogeneous LQC, while the perturbations are quantized with more standard,
Fock methods, using a Fock representation in a family of unitarily equivalent choices, that is selected
by criteria based on invariance under spatial symmetries and unitarity of the Heisenberg evolution in
the selected family of creation and annihilation operators.
In this hybrid representation, the considered states are still subject to one constraint, provided by
the zero mode of the total Hamiltonian. To search for solutions of physical interest, we have adopted
an ansatz of separation of variables, in which the states factorize in a product of partial wavefunctions,
one for the homogeneous geometry and one for each of the modes of the gauge invariant perturbations.
All of these partial wavefunctions are allowed to depend on the inflaton (the zero mode of the
scalar field), that plays the role of an internal time in the system. Assuming that the perturbations
mediate no relevant transitions of the FLRW geometry through the action of the constraint, and
taking expectation values of this constraint in order to extract the most important information, one
obtains a master constraint that governs the evolution of the perturbations. In this way, one can derive
dynamical equations for the gauge invariants, that can be written in a harmonic-oscillator form, with
time-dependent masses that are supplied by (ratios of) expectation values of LQC operators in the
quantum state that describes the FLRW geometry. We have then concentrated our attention on the case
that this state is a(n approximate) solution of homogeneous LQC that remains peaked on a trajectory
of the so-called effective dynamics. In this case, the time-dependent masses for the perturbations can
be evaluated directly on these effective trajectories.
To integrate the evolution of the perturbations, as well as the effective dynamics of the
homogeneous background, one needs to specify a set of initial conditions. These conditions are,
e.g., the value of the inflaton at the Big Bounce for the background, and the initial value of the gauge
invariant modes and of their time derivatives for the perturbations. In addition, the background
evolution depends on the value of the inflaton mass, that we regard as a parameter. We have found a
sector of values of this mass and of the inflaton at the bounce such that the background solution leads
to an inflationary era that can be compatible with the observations of the CMB, but still allows for
imprints of quantum effects in the spectra, especially at large scales. We have analyzed the behavior of
these kind of solutions, focusing the discussion on a specific background, corresponding to the choices
m = 1.2× 10−6 and φB = 0.97 in Planck units. In particular, we have seen that this solution presents a
period of kinetic dominance, from the Big Bounce till the early stages of the inflationary process.
Using this background solution, it is possible to integrate the equations of motion for the
perturbations until the end of inflation, and then get the primordial power spectra needed to run the
Boltzmann codes that provide at last the angular spectra that can be compared with the observational
data. To carry out this program, we still need a piece of information of major relevance: the initial state
of the perturbations. Fixing these initial data amounts to choosing a vacuum state at the initial time
for the quantum fields of the gauge invariants. In this manner, we arrive at the most important issue
studied in this work: the crucial dependence of the power spectra on the choice of vacuum (at least at
large scales) and possible ways to fix this state, based on physical criteria.
Adiabatic states may be useful in order to constraint the ultraviolet behavior and obtain good
regularization properties, but there is still an infinite freedom in the choice of an adiabatic vacuum.
In particular, we have considered two schemes to construct this type of states: obvious adiabatic states
and iterative ones. In addition, in both schemes the state depends on the order of the asymptotic
adiabatic approximation and on the initial time adopted for its construction. We have seen that the
spectra of the iterative adiabatic states are most robust under changes of the adiabatic order than the
obvious ones, and that they also provide a better behavior at the largest scales, with more suppression
of power. Nonetheless, these states typically present a region with rapid oscillations in the spectrum
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and a consequent enhancement of power on average, something that seems to go against the behavior
observed in the CMB. 1
We have discussed in detail an alternative proposal for the vacuum state: the non-oscillatory
vacuum introduced by Martín de Blas and Olmedo [29]. The definition of the NO-vacuum state takes
into account the dynamics of the perturbations in a time interval, and adjusts the vacuum to lead to
a primordial power spectrum without large oscillations. We have seen that this vacuum provides a
spectrum with a satisfactory suppression of power at large scales, like in the case of some adiabatic
states, but in addition the resulting spectrum is now smooth and can fit very well the observations,
making the proposal very appealing. In the case of the dressed metric, an apparently different vacuum
that provides a spectrum with a good behavior and also fits the observations has been put forward
by Ashtekar and Gupt [68]. It would be interesting to compute the corresponding spectrum for this
vacuum in hybrid LQC and compare the results with the NO-vacuum.
To investigate the reasons behind the rapid oscillations and the averaged increase of power
observed for the adiabatic states, we have considered initial conditions of the adiabatic type at later
times, closer to the onset of inflation, as well as adiabatic states evolving with the dynamical equation
of GR (on a background that is the GR counterpart of the effective solution studied in Section 5). Our
results indicate that these effects should be attributed to the choice of adiabatic data at an initial time
that belongs to a kinetically dominated phase of the evolution, rather than to genuine quantum effects
produced by the quantization of the geometry. The same oscillations and increase of averaged power
appear also in GR. Actually, LQC puts a bound on the amplitude of those oscillations, because the
energy density can never exceed the critical value ρmax in the LQC scenario.
In addition, we have analyzed the sensitivity of the NO-vacuum spectrum to a change of the time
interval employed for the definition of this vacuum. We have seen that the spectrum remains almost
identical if the initial and final times are not changed considerably. Important modifications appear
only if the interval does not cover the kinetically dominated epoch or if the final time of the interval
approaches the bounce.
Finally, we have investigated the dependence of the power spectra on the value of the Immirzi
parameter, assuming the hypothetical case that this parameter might be varied. The higher the Immirzi
parameter gets, the lower the difference becomes between the energy density at the bounce and at the
onset of inflation. This reduces the period of kinetic dominance, damping the oscillations in the case
of adiabatic states. For the NO-vacuum, on the other hand, the spectrum turns out to be quite stable
under a change of the Immirzi parameter.
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